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Abstract
This paper outlines challenges and requirements for developing tools
and services supporting automated generation, management,
evolution, and execution of Data Management Plans (DMPs) by
reviewing Research Data Management (RDM) processes
represented by Knowledge-based and Process-oriented Innovation
Management (German: Wissenbasiertes Prozess-orientiertes
Innovationsmanagement, WPIM). Based on this representation Data
Management Rules (DMRs) will be derived to support the
Integrated Rule-Oriented Data System (iRODS). In this way,
compliance with the Open Archive Information System (OAIS) and
packaging the relevant context information related to a data object is
supported in a serialization using the Open Archives Initiative Object
Reuse and Exchange (OAI-ORE) format specification.
Keywords: DMP, RDM, OAIS, OAI-ORE, data curation,
automation, data management policies, process management, WPIM,
CAPP, SHAMAN, APARSEN, SCIDIP-ES

1.

Introduction and Motivation

In the Integrated Project Sustaining Heritage Access through
Multivalent ArchiviNg (SHAMAN) that was funded by the
European Commission in its Framework Program 7 (FP7) an
Archive-centric Information Lifecycle Model (ACILM) had
been introduced which conceptually supports pre-ingest and
post-access activities by adding additional context to
information packages [1].
Building on this ACILM and on related technical results of
SHAMAN as well as on conceptual results from another FP7
project called APARSEN [2] a set of software tools had been
developed in SCIDIP-ES[3]. The tools can assemble the
required context and can package this context as provenance
information together with the digital object itself as
information packages, ready for ingest and archiving.
Nevertheless, some remaining challenges regarding assembling
provenance and authenticity information have been identified
in one of the final reports of the project [4]. For example, a
higher usability of the preserved data can be ensured by
establishing DMPs [5]. These DMPs and corresponding datamanagement and preservation-policy processes ideally are
defined at the beginning of a research project. In this way, data
management and preservation policies can be created much
earlier than at production, assembly, and ingest time [4]. These
data management and preservation policies are either created in
isolation or in the context of an overall DMP. In many R&D
projects such DMPs are already formally required, i.e., this is
more and more the case in almost all new public-funded
research projects.

This paper is based on the analysis of the DMP of a very
large research project that has just been kicked off and is
funded by the European Commission, the so-called Realizing
an Applied Gaming Ecosystem (RAGE) project. The RAGE
project is obliged to create a DMP following the administrative
rules of Horizon 2020 [6] which defines DMP requirements
and corresponding policy regulations of the European
Commission. In the following, the RAGE project’s datamanagement use case will be outlined a bit more in detail,
partially by citing from the project’s administrative documents.
In RAGE the actors in the consortium of the project are, e.g.,
educational providers that deliver education and training
content, game companies that develop applied games software
and research institutions executing research in applied gaming
development and producing prototypes, publications, and
different types of research data related to their research. The
overall goal of the project is to support the creation and
innovation of applied games with a strong focus on educational
applications. Data collected in RAGE have to explicitly follow
ethics and data protection in data management procedures [7].
“The research institutes provide detailed information to the
educational providers on purpose and implications of the pilots
which these providers use in their recruitment of participants;
sets up the research structure around the validation studies by
defining and creating data collection tools and procedures,
manuals, etc.; and trains staff of the educational provider on
research data collection during pilot execution.” [7] Ethics and
data management follows institutional, national and European
legislation and policies.
The educational providers are conducting game-based
learning pilots where user/usage data is generated as part of the
game-based learning scenario/design specifically for research
result evaluation and validation purposes. “Anonymity of the
collected and pre-existing user-data is effected as a first step
after data collection.” [7]
“The research data set is securely stored and managed by
the local research institute. This is guided by ethics-, data
protection-, and open access requirements from the local
research institute and national and EU-legislation and
guidelines on harmonization of data management
approaches.” [7]
The research data produced in the RAGE project stems
from evaluating so-called RAGE Assets, which are appliedgame software development results (software, documents,
media objects, training material etc.) and of course applied
game applications themselves. These RAGE Assets are shared
and disseminated for outreach and take-up through a

intellectual, i.e., human/manual process which is normally
performed by the data managers. While working on this task,
the data managers are also responsible for ensuring that the
DMP’s overall requirements are met. In large-scale projects
and after the end of research projects the manual curation of
this data might therefore get to costly or even impossible. In
order to achieve a more sustainable situation and working
environment, the role of the data manager will have to be
supported by appropriate tools and management processes.
This means, that automating this work wherever possible has to
become a goal of prime importance. To achieve this, automated
curation and corresponding DMP support would have to
incorporate all facets of context of the data object and
respectively the evolvement of the context within activities of
the data objects usage.

corresponding community portal which is the so-called RAGE
Ecosystem. Following the Grant Agreement (GA) of RAGE,
these RAGE Assets, including the corresponding research data
will have to be accessible, mineable, exploitable, reproducible,
and dissemination-enabled for third party users. The data to be
managed and preserved also includes the meta-data. [7]
In the remainder of this paper a problem statement for
DMP supporting research data with its overall goals and
objectives will be outlined. Furthermore, our approach and
methodology will be outlined and detailed along the exemplar
DMP requirements of the RAGE project. In addition, our
methodology and approach will be elaborated along a technical
analysis of interface and data modeling requirements. This
finally results in an identification of architecture-, data
modeling- as well as distribution challenges. In the next step,
the State-of-the-Art (SoA) review will cover Data
Management, Digital Preservation, and Process Management
aspects by analyzing models, formats, and tools that potentially
can contribute to achieving a solution for DMP support. The
paper will then conclude with an analysis of the remaining
challenges.

A DMP provides the concepts for managing, archiving, and
preserving digital objects and also for preparing their potential
re-use. Therefore, it supports automatic or at least semiautomatic contextualization. To support automation by means
of applying Semantic Web technologies in this domain, any
DMP needs to be supported by machine-readable semantic
representations. These are to be governed by an appropriate
domain ontology. Within the context of our earlier work it has
also been shown that preservation-policy generation and DMP
should be de-coupled from the necessity to have knowledge of
OAIS in order to support researchers in concentrating on the
research data itself and its use in their field of expertise and
scientific discipline. In this way, researchers should become
free from the burden of having to know OAIS [4]. Therefore, a
DMP can be seen as a dynamic document during a research
project‘s life-time. It is evolving and needs to be adapted to the
changing needs of the project.

1.1. Problem Statement
Nowadays funding agencies are very often requesting to
make the research data generated in funded projects available
for re-use in the future and therefore are demanding to
elaborate DMPs already at proposal or at least at research-fund
contracting, i.e., GA negotiation time. To comply with this prerequisite, the DMPs have to include the data management-,
archiving-, and preservation policies for the produced research
data of the project.
In order to maintain the archived data after the end of the
project in an intelligible and interpretable way over a
potentially very long period of time the generated data needs to
be c enhanced with information about its production and usage
context. The context to be preserved includes all known
properties of the digital object and all operations carried out on
it [8]. This includes the phases before ingesting the digital
object to the archive and after accessing it from the archive for
future re-use. Within the preparation of a research project an
initial production and use context can be foreseen and planned
but during its execution the research process bears risks and
uncertainties that can only be handled in a dynamic way when
they appear, i.e., at execution time. Therefore, on the one hand,
DMPs describe the initial concepts in which the digital objects
and their context need to be archived and preserved but on the
other hand the DMP has to further evolve during the execution
of the project. Therefore, also the initial production and use
contexts and their related concepts have to evolve within the
corresponding DMP.

In the following, we will at first outline and analyze the
DMP domain a bit more in detail to enable a better
understanding of the requirements and challenges of such an
automated DMP-support approach.
As a basis for the identification of overall challenges and
requirements, we will now review a bit more in depth the
initial DMP of the RAGE project that has just been kicked off
and has made its DMP available to us for this initial analysis.
1.2. Overall Challenges and Requirements
In Research and Development (R&D) projects like RAGE,
three user roles or user stereotypes that are involved in RDM
are identified. These stereotypes are spanning the three
dimensions the DMP has to deal with. There is the formal
dimension with the project administration, the managerial
dimension with the project management and the operative
dimension with the project implementation and execution.
The formal dimension of DMP bases on the funding
agencies’ GA and includes corresponding laws and policies.
The GAs are usually providing the contractual framework for
DMP. Therefore, it specifies what the DMP has to accomplish
and to what it has to comply. Corresponding laws and
regulations are therefore providing the legal, regulatory, and
therefore policy-building framework. Alongside these
contractual and legal specifications and requirements,
corresponding DMPs in compliance with all of them are

Part of the concepts of the production and use context is
contained in the knowledge base of the so-called Designated
Community (DC) [2] which can also change very fast and
unexpectedly [4]. Therefore, such context has to be identified,
represented in a machine-readable way, added, and maintained
by three main actors in DMP context management. Typically,
these actors are data producers, data managers, and data
consumers. Adding DMP context information to data
provenance information is usually a time-consuming,
2

required. In the case of our exemplar EU funded project they
have to follow the Horizon 2020 policies [6][9].

achieved ad-hoc, i.e., dynamically on the corresponding level
of detail of work representation.

In the GAs, funding agencies mostly state that, e.g., the
DMP will also have to comply with ethical guidelines,
establish institutional and local procedures, will specify the
instruments for data collection etc. This means, that the GA
usually also refers to the relevant context of related laws and
regulations that will have to be fulfilled.

Therefore, the creation of the DMP and its execution with
the RDM work plan is a collaborative task. Between
organizational work package structures a consensus about
dependencies, data management services and -activities,
required sharing services and capacities has to be achieved.
Furthermore, the corresponding RDM will have to manage the
intellectual property rights (IPR) and corresponding access
rights to project results and background and as well as results
sharing policies in compliance with the constraints provided in
the formal dimension. These IPR dependencies, access rights,
and sharing policies will have to be defined in the DMP and
will have to be applied during RDM work plan execution when
the data is finally generated, managed, archived, and preserved.

Project administrators in the back office are usually
studying all these GA documents and corresponding
requirements and challenges of the DMP specifications and
have to extract a corresponding representation schema of
related constraints, targets, and activities. These activities of
the project has to accomplish have to comply with DMP
requirements and challenges. For R&D project-data, the metadata of the R&D production context are required. This means,
that access rights, duration of archiving, purpose of archival
and future sharing, as well as preservation policies according to
the grant agreement, policies and laws have to be formulated,
specified and finally captured and managed. The managerial
dimension is using this DMP requirements and challenges
schema to create the initial DMP.

Finally, during its execution the R&D project generates its
data in the operative dimension. This means, that from this
dimension the finest granularity of context information about
the generated data originates and will find its way into the
RDM corresponding to the initial DMP.
The data producers are, e.g., software developers and
researchers in the project, are forming the operative dimension
of DMP. Tasks and activities listed in the work plan are
executed by them and thereby are producing and using the data
to be archived and preserved.

A RDM work plan is developed in the managerial
dimension of DMP to comply with the requirements and
challenges created by the analysis of the formal DMP
dimension. The RDM work plan is describing the RDM
scenario that complies with the DMP requirements and
challenges and their corresponding representation schema set
up by the analysis of the formal dimension. This RDM work
plan includes strategic and organizational aspects, concrete
activities, and deliverables. In such a RDM work plan
sequences of activities and their dependencies are formulated.
Therefore, the implementation of the DMP bases on this RDM
work plan. Often the user roles/stereotypes of a project
coordinator, work-package leader, and task leader are part of
the managerial dimension of such a RDM work plan.

Staff working in this operative dimension is contributing
their specific input to the DMP and corresponding RDM
activities. They will have the most concrete and operational
information about the data to be produced and used and will be
able to give information about where the data is stored, data
types, archive and file sizes, formats etc. Data generators will
also be able to provide information about dependencies and
relations between generated data. The information about
relations between source code, binary code, and application is
also retrievable in this dimension.
In this dimension the produced and used data will have to
be connected to its so-called Descriptive Information
(DesInfo) [10] in relationship to the specific knowledge of the
R&D domain it has been produced for and used in. Therefore,
produced and used research data depends on the research
domain but also on other potentially related information
already listed in the DMP. Deriving this knowledge from the
input, e.g., researchers or developers have been providing in
the planning phase will have to be added as DesInfo to the
produced and used data.

Usually the research project’s R&D work plan organizes
the overall work in so-called work packages and the
contributions to these are stemming from various work groups.
The work packages have organizational dependencies between
each other; these dependencies can be dependencies on
developed knowledge, results, deliverables, and experiences.
This means, that such knowledge is distributed. These
dependencies are implicit in the work plan. In consequence, the
resulting DMP considers such dependencies. Therefore, the
creation of the DMP, e.g., needs to foresee communication and
exchange strategies between the work package leaders. In
analogy to the dependencies between work packages, there are
also lower level organizational dependencies on the level of
tasks and activities within work packages. In the R&D work
plan the activities will have a time span assigned. In order to
create the RDM work plan as part of the DMP, the project
coordination has to work closely together with the work
package leaders, who are working together with the task
leaders and so on. In each organizational layer of the R&D
work plan, compliance with the GA and its corresponding
DMP is required. Such compliance sometimes can only be

After the digital object was submitted to, ingested in,
managed, archived, and preserved by the archive, other users
might later in time want to access and re-use the data in the
archive and may add additional re-use context information to
the digital object.
Therefore, information needed from the dimensions
described above will have to be collected, managed, and finally
packaged, ingested, archived, stored, and preserved. Therefore,
respective tools are needed that will have to be developed. In
the next sections, we will describe the related scientific
challenges and technical requirements for these tools a bit more
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have to be available. This interface has to permit the discovery
of already existing related R&D or RDM meta-data. In
addition, R&D data which has already been produced and used
in another working group has to be accessible to potential “reusers”.

in detail in order to introduce and analyze the overall resulting
set of challenges.
1.3. Scientific and General Technical Challenges
The user interfaces needed for such support tools depend on
the DMP dimension as well as on the user stereotypes, roles,
and the type of activity users are performing.

As the creation of the RDM work plan that is complying
with the DMP is a collaborative task, corresponding user
interfaces for collaborative DMP and RDM activities are
needed. R&D data producers have to coordinate with the R&D
data users, when, who and what exactly has to be delivered.
R&D as well as RDM tasks will have to be submitted to the
data producers. The R&D data producers will have to pass time
estimates to their work plan leaders, inform them about
changes in the schedule and the leaders will need to be
informed, when digital objects have been produced and
delivered.

The functional dimension has to create a validation schema
against which the DMP can be validated. Administrators in the
back office have to be enabled to formulate for example IPR,
access rights, storage requirements, archival, preservation, and
sharing policies for data to be produced and used by the
project. This schema is based on the GA as well as on
corresponding laws, regulations, and policies. The relevant
items of this legal framework are ideally already integrated into
a DMP ontology, so that the respective R&D domain
ontologies can be added to the DMP schema, else the users of
the functional dimension will need to be able to create the
missing ontologies. For creating this DMP ontology, it must be
possible to load some predefined vocabulary and eventually
some predefined structures for certain types of laws,
regulations, and policies. These already predefined structures
for laws, regulations, and policies will have to result in a
schema which supports them dynamically with appropriate
user interfaces. Furthermore, it has to be possible, depending
on users’ stereotypes, roles and DMP rights, to create new
DMP vocabularies. It must be possible to formulate
requirements and constraints for data to be produced and used.

As described above context information about R&D
workflows with tasks, organizations, and domains will have to
be collected. These different types of R&D context information
will have to be administrated and managed, therefore the
information about the context inter-connected and added to the
digital R&D data object.
To describe the time schedule documented in the R&D as
well in the RDM work plan a sequential workflow needs to be
modeled where the work packages are producing digital
objects. A digital R&D data object is produced in a certain
activity/task in a work package. This digital R&D data object
might be needed as a resource in another activity/task. The
digital R&D data object which will be a resource in an
activity/task has to be produced in a preceding R&D or RDM
activity/task, thereby creating dependencies between
activities/tasks. In consequence, the sequence of R&D and
corresponding RDM activities/tasks, and as well as the
dependencies between these activities/tasks will need to be
expressed. In order to determine a point of time an activity/task
can be started, the duration of preceding activities/tasks also
needs to be part of the activities/tasks descriptions.

Later, when the DMP is created in the managerial
dimension, its validation has to be possible using the created
RDM work plan as a schema and validation errors must be
made visible. For creating the DMP in the managerial
dimension, a first RDM work plan has to be developed. As in
the R&D work plan sequences of activities and their
dependencies are formulated in the DMP and its RDM work
plan. Therefore, a set of interfaces is needed to support RDM
activity creation and interlinking. In the same set of interfaces
it should also be possible to link the RDM activities to
organizational project entities and finally to resources carrying
out the activity. It has to be possible to assign a duration to
each RDM activity. The RDM activities and responsible
organizational project entities will have to be inserted.
Therefore, a set of DMP support interfaces is needed. The
DMP support interfaces depend on the structure of the RDM
activities and organization. Predefined RDM schemata for
RDM activities and organizational structures should enable
dynamic loading of these PDM interfaces. The RDM work
plan finally shall result in a valid, i.e., formally fully complying
implementation of the DMP, depending on the project GA,
different schemas for the RDM application and resulting in
different user interfaces supporting these processes.

The activities/tasks in which the digital R&D data objects
are created or used, will be performed by resources. These
resources are part of an organizational structure. This
organizational structure will be another part of the digital R&D
data object’s context information.
Finally, the activities/tasks in which the digital R&D data
objects are produced as well as the digital R&D data objects
themselves are specific for a certain R&D domain. In order to
describe an activity/tasks and a digital R&D data object, R&D
domain specific vocabulary will be needed.
These different types of information will have to be
combined in a way that the DMP and corresponding RDM can
be adapted and maintained from this information. Furthermore,
it needs to support that the digital R&D data object which was
produced and used can be archived together with its production
and usage context as provenance information. This has to be
achieved in a sustainable way which allows automating future
access and re-use activities.

In the organizational dimension different DMP and RDM
user interfaces depending on the research domain will have to
be created. The organizational dimension will also need access
to the DMP and RDM interfaces where activities are created
and edited. These DMP and RDM interfaces should allow the
linkage of R&D domain data to R&D activities. R&D data
users and producers might have to add additional meta-data to
the digital objects. To support this, another RDM interface will
4

There are different categorizations of the contents of
DMPs, as, e.g., Data Archiving and Network Services (DANS)
is creating five main categories of the DMPs contents[9]:

1.4. Architecture, Data Modeling and System Distribution
Challenges
Users, creating the DMP and the RDM work plan and
producing and using R&D data are usually based in different
locations within different organizations but they all need access
to commonly produced, used, and shared R&D data. Part of the
R&D data will be stable and will not change very much during
the duration of the R&D project but especially in the planning
phase of the R&D data production and usage collaborative
work is needed and R&D as well as planning data will have to
be interchanged very frequently. Depending on the user profile
and roles, different DMP and RDM services and related data
types and distribution models are needed.

• Administration Information
• Data Description
• Standards and Meta-data and everything else that is
required to find and use the data
• Ethics and Laws
• Storage and Archiving

The architecture of the system to support the creation and
realization of DMPs and corresponding RDM work plans,
needs to support the above mentioned challenges. For
expressing the knowledge in DMPs and RDM work plans, an
ontology and its vocabulary will have to be developed, as well
as a schema that can support the creation of information
packages based on this DMP ontology. As the development of
a DMP and RDM involves actors of the three dimensions, a
structure for collaborative development and execution needs to
be created, for example defining who can decide what in a
DMP and how decisions are made.

Also information of collection period and changes of the
data will have to be added. It might be necessary to justify the
decision for selecting a certain format for encoding. This holds
especially true, if it is a proprietary format or if support for socalled Open Access (OA, open-access.net 2015) (as e.g.
requested in many funding agencies DMP recommendations
and corresponding policies) is required. It might also be
expected to describe the relation and added value to existing
data [5].The sharing of the data might be restricted due to IPR,
privacy concerns, or embargos. These restrictions will have to
be outlined for the created data. For sharing and reuse of the
data, information about which data will be shared with whom,
who might be potential data users, it has to be stated when,
how and where the data will be available and how the data will
be licensed. The data storage has to be explained twofold, there
is the short-term data storage, mostly locally, within the
institution of the research project and the long-term storage.
For the later it needs to be explained, which data will be
preserved, how the data will be preserved, including formats
and technologies used. Budget and Security issues might also
be specified in the DMPs [12].

Building on existing ontologies that represent activities in
processes, domains, and organizations, an ontology will have
to be developed, that combines these ontologies with the OAIS
Information Model for supporting Long Term Archival (LTA)
and Digital Preservation (DP).

Many research institutions and funders are offering
guidelines and templates for developing DMPs [13]. More
detailed help can be found in institutions that specialize in the
development of DMPs [13]. Some of these institutions do also
offer some support tools for creating DMPs [13].

On the basis of these DP models the respective user
interfaces can be created. The system architecture will have to
be created respecting the distributed and collaborative work,
offering the mentioned features as a service. In terms of storage
a local storage for active work and a centralized storage for
archiving will have to be considered.

There are funding agencies that require a periodical
creation of DMPs others only request a DMP once [14], some
funders ask for the DMP before the project starts other require
the plan during the project runtime. A DMP also includes
information how data will be managed and about policies to be
applied, this will be discussed in the next sections.

Policies described in the DMP will have to be formulated in
a formal way to support the overall automating of the
application of these policies within RDM activities.

The OAIS Reference Model is a widely accepted model for
archiving digital objects. It consists of a Functional Model
explaining needed functional entities to perform LTA and
support DP. Furthermore, it is an Environment Model
describing involved actors which are data producers,
consumers, and management, an Information Model providing
the structure of an information package that contains all data
necessary to find, access, provide authenticity and the
representation information to understand the archived data and
that is part of the OAIS Information Model [10].

There will also have to be different R&D, DMP, and RDM
data types to be stored which are the digital R&D data objects
and their R&D, DMP, and RDM context data. This data will
have to be accessed by the functionalities of the DMP and
RDM support tools. Some of the data will have to be stored in
a central place but there are also others types such data which
have to be submitted from a local system and later stored in the
central system when they are ready to be uploaded.

2. Scientific and Technical State of the Art
Many funding agencies require the development of a DMP.
The DMPs are very often part of the grant agreement [5] [11].
The DMP aims to help organizing the created data, by
preparing a storage so that created data can be submitted in a
planed procedure in order to find them when needed and can
later be referenced. A DMP helps keeping the data integrity
and avoids creating duplicates. DMPs also include archiving of
information, which makes the digital object understandable and
retrievable [5] [11].

This means, that in OAIS a digital object is interpreted
using its so-called Representation Information (RepInfo).
Which RepInfo is needed to interpret a digital object depends
on its users, i.e., the DC. The representation information itself
5

is an information object and thus subject to representation
information, the assignment of representation information is
regressive until the assumed level of knowledge of the DC is
reached. Over time the knowledge base
se of a DC can change,
putting thereby the interpretability
retability of a digital object at risk
[10].
Parts of OAIS’ Functional Model
odel are the preservation
planning functional entity and the access functional entity. The
preservation planning functional entity
ty is supporting
recommendations and providing preservation plans to make
sure that the information stored in the OAIS remains accessible
and understandable over a long time to the DC [10]. The access
functional entity is providing services and func
functionalities that
support users to determine existence, find and access digital
objects.
Brocks et al. are criticizing that OAIS is leaving all
responsibilities to what happens before digital objects enters an
archive and after it leaves the archive to abstract
ract stereotypes as
producers and consumers. Important context information is not
considered as for example reviewing criteria in the process of
scientific publishing [8].

Figure 1. Information Life Cycle Phases [8]

The context of a digital object to be preserved over time
comprises the representation of all known properties associated
with it and of all operations that have been carried out on it.
This implies the information needed to decode the data stream
and to restore the original content.. Furthermore, it implies the
information needed about its creation
reation environment, including
the actors and resources involved, as
a well as information about
the organizational and technical processes associated with the
production, preservation, access and reuse of the digital object
[8]. In this way, the
he context has been integrated into
i
the OAIS
information model without altering the concepts of its original
Information Model [8].

The ACILM (Figure 1) developed in the SHAMAN project
[1] can overcome this constraint and support the activities
executed on a digital object during its life-span
span including the
phases before and after archiving. The phases are creation,
assembling, archiving, adoption, and reuse, where creation and
assembling comprise the pre-ingest
ingest phase and adoption and
reuse the pos-access phase.
The creation phase involves a multitude of information
giving among other information about the background of
creation. In this phase context information can be added to the
digital object. The second phase when context is added to the
digital object
ct is the adoption phase, where the digital object can
be re-contextualized;
contextualized; adding for example consumer
information [8].
The creation of the digital object is based on the R&D work
plan, the DMP and the RDM. In the so-called
called Assembly Phase
all information to meet the presumed needs of the DC is
assembled. In the so-called Archival Phase policies concerning
ingest, preservation, and access are applied [1]
[1]. In the so-called
Adoption Phase the digital object received as an information
package will be undermined processes
rocesses as examination,
adaptation, and integration to enable understanding and reuse.
The reuse of an object implies the exploitation of an object and
eventually transforming is or creating a new object. Adoption
and re-use of a digital object can be subject
ject to a research
project work plan and therefore underlay the research policies
and rules. Therefore, the OAIS information
nformation model has been
extended.

Figure 2. Extended Information Model [8]

The so-called Extended Information Model (EIM) (Figure
2) consists of the so-called Context Information Package
(CIP) and the OAIS Information Package,
P
sharing packaging
information and package description. Additionally references
exist to provenance, context, and representation information.
Separating the context from the OAIS information package
allows to model the changes of concepts and terminology over
6

The domain ontology comprises concept and topic information,
the enterprise ontology can be used to describe roles and
organizational structures, and with the process ontology the
dynamic aspects can be described [16].

time, characterizing production and (potential) reuse
environments, and facilitates transfer to different communities
by providing mappings of the underlying structured
representations of concepts and relations [8].

To apply preservation management policies on digital
objects, the policies will have to be described in a formal way.
Therefore, the management policies will have to be refined in
detailed policies which describe processes. For implementing
these processes, procedures will have to be developed and
described in workflows. These workflows can be formally
represented in BPMs/BP-rules. For each refined policy each
statement is described step by step by high-level rules in order
to created a formalized description of the policy [1]. These
high-level rules can later be transformed to operational rules,
e.g., utilizing iRODS [17] for implementation. Using iRODS
small well defined micro-services can be executed.

The context representation consists of:
•

Process information

•

Domain information

•

Organization information

To describe the context representation a context model has
been created (Figure 3) which can represent the information
needed to describe the context of a digital object.
This model is based on the use of ontologies i) can be
represented by the use of domain ontologies, for ii) enterprise
ontologies can be used and iii) can be described by process
ontologies, where processes are divided in sequences of
activities. The domain ontology defines the concepts and
topics, but also their relations which are relevant for a
particular application domain designated community. The
enterprise ontology models the structural layout of
organizational environments, such as Affiliations, Persons, or
Roles for describing a set of relevant concepts. The semantic
classification of processes and activities as their building
blocks requires their formal, hierarchical representation and
description within an ontological structure [8]. Using the
domain and the enterprise ontology rules can be specified as
there are pre- and post-conditions, roles and interdependencies
[15].

The OAI-ORE format is described in [18]. It defines
standards for the description and exchange of aggregations of
web resources. A resource can be seen as a set or collection of
other resources. This resource is called an aggregation. The
resource map is describing the relation the aggregation has to
its aggregated resources. In other words an aggregation
aggregates resources and is described by a resource map. The
resource map must contain the aggregation it describes,
enumerate the aggregated resources and may contain
relationships between aggregated resources. In OAI-ORE RDF
triples of subjects, predicates, and objects are used to formulate
statements. For implementing OAI-ORE serializations with
Java frameworks like Apache Jena and Protégé have been
created. In the SHAMAN project the OAI-ORE format had
been used first for defining an OAIS Information Package
which has later been implemented in the SCIDIP-ES project.
iRODS is an open source distributed software to address
key elements of data-management. It enables automation of
data workflows, with a rule engine that permits any action to
be initiated by any trigger on any server or client in the grid
[17] and supports plug-ins for micro-services. Formulating
iRODS rules micro-services can be executed based on these
rules. The rules can e.g. initiate packaging operations using the
Packaging-Service.

Figure 3. High Level Context Model [8]

The so-called Preservation Assistant (PA) had been
implemented to support data creators and managers to link data
objects to be archived with its relevant information. Within the
user interface of the PA a form is presented which has to be
completed. Currently, this form is based on an ontology that
was especially created for Earth Science (ES) R&D and
correspondingly, the data to be archived for ES R&D projects
will be automatically connected with the respective RepInfo
[4] in an OAIS compliant way.

Brocks et.al explain the possibility of using OAI-ORE to
develop ontologies that extend the OAIS information model in
order to take into account Pre-Ingest and Post-Access
processes much more than the OAIS suggests [8].
The so-called Extended Process Model (EPM) integrates
domain, enterprise, and process ontologies into a conceptual
unified process model [16]. This process model is meant to be
applied in knowledge intensive processes with weakly
structured activities where the environment is dynamic and the
process behavior and the entity concepts involved are
unpredictable at design-time[16]. In this case traditional
Business Process Models (BPMs) with nearly static processes
where the sequence of activities does not change frequently,
fail. The EPM is meant to enable a flexible creation of
processes where a valid sequence of activities can be created
by establishing rules for the activities by associating roles,
objects, pre- and post-conditions and interdependencies [16].

The so-called Packaging Service (PS) has its origins also
in the SHAMAN project and was fully implemented and
deployed in the SCIDIP-ES project. The PS is a web service
which can receive requests for packaging OAIS information
packages in zip archives containing a manifest file describing
the information package. The manifest file can be serialized
among others in OAI-ORE [3].
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A. Whyte and T. Jonathan are defining RDM as concerned
with the organization
ation of data, from its entry to the research
cycle through to the dissemination and archiving of valuable
results. It aims to ensure reliable verification of results, and
permits new and innovative
ative research built on existing
information [19].

organizations. In the initiation phase an organizational team
has to be set up, priorities and outcomes will have to be
identified. Thereafter exiting data practices and support, as well
as user needs and requirements will have to be identified. In
the next phase new services will be defined and designed, as
well as the data management tools and infrastructure. In the
next phases these tools and services will have to be
implemented and evaluated. In these phases three main roles
involved in the activities
vities can be identified: management team,
administrative team, and the researchers [22].

Part of RDM is the curation of the created data. So-called
Digital Curation (DC) involves maintaining, preserving
preserving, and
adding value to digital research data throughout its lifecycle
[20]. In the Digital Curation Centre (DCC) the so-called
Curation Lifecycle Model (CLM) was created, to provide a
roadmap that ensures that all necessary steps in a curation
lifecycle (Figure 4) are covered [21].

In the ingest phase of the DCC CLM the digital object is
prepared to be handed over to a repository, where the
preservation activities and storage are performed. Parts of the
DCC CLM are derived from the OAIS Reference Model [23].
They overlap in information to be collected to make a digital
object understandable and activities that have to be performed.
These activities roughly described in the DCC CLM are more
detailed in the OAIS Reference Model.
For establishing RDM the UCC has developed the Data
Asset Framework (DAF) and the Collaborative Assessment of
Research Data Infrastructures and Objectives (CARDIO),
(CARDIO) both
tools are web based. The first tool is an interviewing tool
covering main activities related to the curation lifecycle. The
latter tool is a collaboration tool to find consensus by
establishing RDM capabilities and finding gaps. The consensus
is created by using ratings and comments[23].
comments
The concept of WPIM was developed to support capturing
and usage of knowledge around innovation processes. It
assumes that innovation has both a knowledge and process
pr
perspective which needs to be used in a combined manner.
Therefore activities of a process can be annotated with
resources, such as experts and documents [24].

Figure 4. The DCC Curation Lifecycle Model [21]

Part of WPIM is the web-based
based WPIM-application which
offers a set of tools for designing processes with integrating
knowledge in the process structure by annotating the activities
of a process with resources which can be documents and
experts. The WPIM-application
application allows visual online editing of
processes and its resources. WPIM-methods, services and tools
are used for placing the resources in the activities
activitie of the
processes [25]. The web-based
based approach allows collaborative
work. The process-structures
structures and resource descriptions are
semantic-based
based and therefore human-understandable
human
and
machine-readable;
readable; it allows navigation between processes,
activities and tasks and to related resources. Thereby
knowledge and information about processes, their activities,
tasks and related resources can be shared [24].

The RDM will have to interact during the different phases
of a research project in the various
ous steps of the lifecycle of a
digital object. In the conceptualization phase, before the digital
objects are created, the creation of the digital objects with its
capturing methods and storage will have to be planed. In this
phase also requirements of thee DMP will have to be
incorporated, in order to comply with the fund
funding agency’s
requirements. Assigning RepInfo as well as planning of
preservation and curation will continue throughout the whole
lifecycle of the digital object. Depending on the funder’s
requirements, DMPs will have to be created periodically
throughout the lifecycle. The DC will have to be watched and
will have to participate in order to develop shared standards,
tools, and suitable software [21]. In this way, access, use, and
re-use of the digital object can be assured.

Processes and activities can be represented and described in
a semantic and machine readable format [24]. The WPIMprocess model integrates the resources using XML/RDF and
OWL code. A WPIM-vocabulary
vocabulary has been created which
allows addressing of the resources.
rces. The WPIM-vocabulary
WPIM
is
used for describing processes with its activities, formulating
among others begin, end, predecessor, successor, start time and
ending, input and output documents, also inflexible
organizational structures and skills of persons can be described.
For describing documents the dublin core and for describing
experts FOAF is used. Using an ontology the WPIMWPIM

Services are needed to support the activities throughout the
whole lifecycle of a digital object, starting from planning and
conceptualization until access, use and reuse and eventually
transformation. The RDM development
lopment cycle can be regard
regarded
as a recurring sequence of six phases: envision, initiate,
discover, design, implement and evaluate [22]. In the
evaluation phase the research project management has to
outline policy principles and strategies for RDM, which
commit with the existing strategies and policies of the iinvolved
8

application can be used for semantic searches using
using, e.g.,
SPARQL [25].

systems, services, and operational procedures will have to be
formulated and evolved over time [26].
[26]

Samples for processes can be created using the WPIM tool
toolbox. These samples can be reused in new processes to be
created [25]. WPIM offers such semantic descriptions of
Master Processes. This means, that a semantic Master Process
schema exists as a generic and formal description of a process,
independent of generated data instances dduring a certain
execution of the process. If a process is executed a so
so-called
process instance is generated. On the activity level all in
in- and
out-coming data is stored. An activity can contain one or many
tasks, these tasks cannot be split further. Task can be delegated
to various executing entities as they are having a semantic
representation containing incoming and outgoing status,
progress attributes and result specification [24]
[24].

In [27] WPIM had been applied on Collaborative
Production Process Planning (CAPP).
(CAPP) Using WPIM CAPP
processes that are implemented could be represented.
Therefore
refore three levels for describing the CAPP process have
been introduced. Each level is regarded as a process itself. The
first level only consists of generic information about process
planning of a product containing the main plan, constraints,
constrain
results etc, whereas the two other levels are two separate
entities with different levels of detail. For integrating the three
levels a mediator architecture had been used. The extension
exte
of
the WPIM-application
pplication with a mediator architecture allows the
integration of distributed local knowledge
knowl
sources into a
centralized CAPP repository that can support cross-domain
cross
and
cross-organizational
organizational CAPP processes, tasks and activities in
terms of knowledge sharing and online process-driven
process
semantic access support. The task of the mediator is, to
transform queries to the global schema into queries to the
sources, to collect the results and to integrate and link them.
The global scheme is based on a suitable data model, for which
for example XML or RDF can be used as representation
(Figure 5) [27] .

3. Related Scientific and Technical Work
In the UC3’s Digital Curation Foundations the OAIS
representation information is regarded as concept of meta-data
defining the context of a digital object and are aligned with
annotations in the UC3 Sept data model [26] .
In the UC3 Sept model the consumer is meant to take an
active role in the evolution of annotations, the annotations are
essential
ial for any effective consumption and are forming the
context and the significance of the digital objects.
objects.[26]
Annotations are meeting the ground or knowledge base of the
consumer and are giving him (the consumer) together with
semiotic signs a meaning
ing to the digital object, so that the
consumer can contextualize the digital object in a subjective
way.
Over archival timespans, however, the most useful content
annotations may be contributed by those consumers who
affirmatively seek out and exploit content,
ntent, often in novel ways
unintended or unforeseen by its producers [26]
[26].
To keep interpretability over a long time span the
annotations of a digital object have to evolve as the ground of
consumers change. Therefore,, future consumers will also
potentially annotate
otate digital objects and will add context that
was not foreseeable at the time of object creation. Adding
context is thereby elevating the number of potential consumers.
In the DC3 Sept model six hierarchical stages of utility of a
digital object can be distinguished: entities, artifacts
artifacts, articles,
commodities, assets, and heirlooms [26] .

Figure 5. Extended mediator architecture [28]

Each level of the CAPP process has its own mediator
accessing the required data sources,
sources resulting in a three-level
mediator architecture. The integration of the knowledge of the
CAPP process and activities has been done using WPIM
semantic. A global schema facilitates the access to the
distributed knowledge using mediator functionalities.

In each stage adding additional annotations, which are
divided in six categories: provenance,, administrative,
permissive, morphological, structural, intellectual
intellectual, and
instrumental [26].

4. Remaining Challenges and Proposed Approach
Working further towards
owards creating a DMP support tool
which allows automation until a certain extent, the DMPs have
to be available in a machine readable representation. Therefore
an ontology needs to be developed. This ontology will have to
represent general requirements of a DMP,
DMP but will also have to
include funders’, organizational, and discipline specific
requirements. The ontology will have to describe the relevant
data objects of the R&D project as well as RDM constraints,
targets and activities to be accomplished and executed on these

During a digital objects life time producer, data manager
and consumer are executing various curation engagement
activities on a digital object, which have been categorized
according to their thematic loci. The thematic
hematic loci should be
understood as a continuum in contrast to other models, where
the activities are organized in a life-cycle.
For these continuum resources and activities controlling
policies, executable strategies, and implementing guidance,
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dimension mostly legal information will have to be added to
the created data object, whereas in the operational dimension
operational information will be added. The discovery of the
related meta-data will have to be supported. The interfaces to
be created will have to be some kind of assistant/wizards
leading the users through the steps for describing a data object.
The sequence of these steps will have to be kept short,
therefore example data objects will have to be created and data
objects can be assigned to this example data objects and
retrieve the same resource description as the example data
object. For keeping the steps short resource description can
also be assignable by reasoning from previously entered
information, e.g. data producer, activity, storage place etc. The
concrete questions of this wizard and their sequence need to be
elaborated. How the SCIDIP-ES PA can support these
activities will have to be investigated.

data objects. The ontology will also have to describe actors and
policies. To create this data model, specialized domain
vocabulary of the juridical, organizational, and disciplinal
domain is needed; some of this vocabulary can be retrieved
from the already existing WPIM-vocabulary and other as e.g.
discipline specific vocabularies which will have to be
integrated. This existing vocabulary will have to be revised and
completed in order to create a data model that can express all
RDM constraints, targets and activities to be accomplished and
executed on these data objects during their life-cycle.
Therefore, DP management policies will have to be formulated
and converted into rules which can be used to execute
processes on data objects or express implementable constraints
for these data objects. In order to derive rules from the policies
that allow the execution of a policy the formulation of policies
will have to follow certain requirements [1]. These
requirements will have to be concretized for RDM policies.
Thereafter the created ontology will have to be integrated with
the extended information model in order to create valid OAIS
information packages which also preserve the context
information of a data object.

After a data object has been submitted and first context
information has been added, the data object has to be available
for reuse. There can be planned reuse of a data object within a
sequence of activities and unforeseen reuse for example as a
result of a search. The WPIM-application can be used for
semantic representation in a machine-readable way and also for
semantic searching. These searches are formulated in SPARQL
and can be saved, this can be used to prepare searches for
foreseen use. For arbitrary searches an interface will have to be
created, supporting the users search formulation on basis of the
existing ontology. When the data object is reused additional
context information will have to be added to the data object.
Therefore, an interface will have to be created that allows
adding new context to the data object. This new context be
added using the same schema as when the data object has been
created, but there might context have to be added that had not
been foreseen, therefore the user interface will have to allow to
add vocabulary from not pre-defined domains.

As explained above there are three organizational
dimensions involved in RDM, each of these dimensions are
contributing with their specific tasks in formulating the RDM
policies. The formal dimension will have to read statement by
statement of applicable laws and policies and of the GA. These
statements will have to be captured and represented in a
machine-readable form resulting in a schema against which the
DMP can be validated and transformed into RDM relevant
rules. This machine-readable representation form will have to
be created on basis of the above mentioned ontology. As
statements of relevant laws, regulations, and policies will apply
in many R&D projects, these rules will have to be reusable and
thus be stored permanently. But there are also R&D projects
specific RDM targets and constraints to be formulated. From
these targets the RDM activities can be derived and the
constraints can provide the scope of these activities. The targets
and their constraints will have to be presented in the
managerial dimension. It will have to be investigated how far
the WPIM-application can be used to create RDM workflows
and which additional requirements will arise. A RDM target
can invoke an RDM activity creation in the WPIM-application.
For some of these activities pre-conditions might exist.

Creating the work plan with its work packages and work
plan activities and the RDM activities is a collaborative task.
There is a horizontal collaboration between work groups
necessary as well as a vertical collaboration from the data
producers to the work group manager and the project
coordinator. Therefore two support tools are needed. The work
packages and the activities of the work packages have to be
adjusted with each other and between the different participants.
As there has to be an agreement on pre- and post-conditions for
activities. The second tool comprises project management
activities as there is time schedule management, status updates
and passing tasks, additionally this tool will have to be used to
formulate RDM needs and make them available in other
organizational levels.

The managerial dimension can formulate R&D projects
work plan using the WPIM-application by describing the work
packages activities and relating them with resources as there
are experts and documents and dividing the activities in subactivities. Thereby dependencies between the resources can be
described, especially the dependency on results, developed
knowledge, experience and deliverables developed in a
preceding activity. These resources need an in detail
description and a categorization in such a way that the rules
formulated in the formal dimension can be applied to these
resources. Therefore, an interface will have to be created that
supports possible options for describing a resource. The
options to be available depend on the data object, the R&D
domain and on the dimension which is describing the data
object. The description of the created data objects is done in the
managerial and the operational dimension. In the managerial

Once the DMP and its rules have been created various
activities on basis of this DMP have to be executed. The
activities to be executed are normally in the scope of RDM, but
also a DMP in the funders’ format will have to be extracted. In
the first case these activities will have to be identified and
appropriate agents to execute these activities will have to be
found and the requirement of the execution will have to be
formulated. As there is for example the Packaging Service
from the SCIDIP-ES project that can create information
packages ready for ingest into a LTA. For the latter the created
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DMP will have to be mapped to the funders’ DMP and the
DMP has to be serialized in the appropriate format.

[8]

In [27] it had been shown how knowledge from different
domains in a distributed environment can be integrated in a
WPIM process in CAPP, where the three levels used in CAPP
are integrated using a three-level mediator architecture. This
approach can possibly be adapted to the three dimensions of
the RDM planning. For creating the needed ontology entities
and their properties of a DMP will have to be identified with
their corresponding domain. For each domain a data source
will have to be created.

[9]
[10]
[11]

[12]

[13]

5. Conclusions and Future Work
It has been outlined that for many of the remaining
challenges starting points for promising R&D approaches do
already exist. This includes modeling as well as technical
challenges. Modeling challenges can be approached using the
extended information model, which can be expressed using
OAI-ORE and partly be serialized with the Packaging Service.
Processes and organizations can be described and modeled
using semantic models for enterprise resource planning and its
application. Policies providing the context and explaining the
background of a digital objects creation, access, and reuse can
be formulated in a DMP in an ongoing research project. The
DMP can be expressed with rules and an implementation of it
could be expressed and executed using, e.g., iRODS.

[14]

[15]

[16]

The WPIM-application can be applied for achieving
additional RDM features, especially by adding new user
interfaces that are based on a set of ontologies that will have to
be developed. This data model will have a central position as it
will be used in various interfaces in the planning and
production phase as well when serializing the data object with
its context information as an information package.

[17]
[18]

[19]

[20]
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